FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Quest Payment Systems uses Abrantix EFT/POS Terminal Testing Robots to automate
the certification testing of their payment terminals.
MELBOURNE – 30 April 2019
The payment industry is evolving at an increasing pace. Payment terminals are continuously
enhanced with new features and payment means. This results in more complexity for payment
applications and systems. At the same time, meeting the latest rules and regulations is paramount to
provide secure and high-quality solutions. For these reasons, quality assurance is an area of
increasing importance in payment terminal development. High testing speed is required to meet the
needs of clients, while new features and regulations require more and more testing.
Therefore Quest, a leading Australian payment terminal vendor, has decided to automate the testing
of their payment terminals.
To achieve automation, Quest is using Abrantix EFT/POS Terminal Testing Robots. The Abrantix robots
can press buttons on the terminal key pads or touch screens and can insert and eject payment cards.
Through their API, the robots can easily be integrated with Quest’s existing test solution.
“Quality assurance is an important aspect for Quest. We have an excellent reputation for quality and
service with our clients. Adding test automation was the next logical step for us and we are happy to
have found Abrantix and their robots”, says Steven Ooi, COO of Quest.
“We are very excited to be able to help such an iconic Australian payments company. Quest already has an elaborate test setup and we are happy that our
robots can be integrated neatly with this system”, says Martin Gloor, Country Manger Australia of Abrantix

ABOUT QUEST PAYMENT SYSTEMS PTY LTD
With headquarters in Melbourne, Quest is an Australian owned technology company providing a diverse and innovative range of end-to-end payment
solutions to businesses and financial institutions, both locally and abroad. As the country’s leading full-service payment solution supplier, delivering
Australia’s only locally designed and manufactured range of payment terminal hardware, Quest delivers both mass market and custom solutions drawing
on over twenty-five years of development expertise.
Quest’s portfolio of solutions includes fixed line and mobile payment terminal hardware, software, gift card and online payment solutions, EMV
smartcard, contactless, communications and transaction routing solutions as well as bespoke hardware and software design, professional consulting and
manufacturing services.
More information about Quest can be found on www.questpaymentsystems.com.

ABOUT ABRANTIX
Abrantix is a leader in EFT/POS terminal test automation and provides other enabling technology for most players in the EFT/POS industry. From off-theshelf solutions to tailormade, large-scale software.
We are an international company of passionate payment software engineers with extensive knowledge of the EFTPOS market and its processes. Our focus
is on agile, high quality software development using the latest technology. We also provide advisory services around EFT/POS business processes,
technology, digitalization, innovation and testing.
Our knowledge and solutions range from EMV kernel and embedded terminal applications to high performing host solutions like payment gateways (ECommerce, terminal handlers, EMV processing), terminal management systems, mobile payment applications and more.
More information about Abrantix can be found on www.abrantix.com.au.
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